We analyze dilaton condensation in the covariantized light·cone closed string field theory. We show by explicit calculation that an infinitesimal condensation of the dilaton field gives rise to the shift of the string coupling constant 9 by an amount (Jg= -(Cd -2)/2)g, where d is the space-time dimension. This agrees with Yoneya's result obtained in the light-cone gauge string field theory. We also show that the direct effect of the dilaton condensation is interpreted as the Weyl-scaling of the full OSP(d -1,112) metric including the ghost direction also. § 1. Introduction
It has been known for a long time that dilaton plays an important role in string theory; namely, the dilaton condensation shifts the string coupling constant, and so in string theory, there is a possibility that the coupling constant may be determined dynamically. This particular property of string theory was found by Fradkin and Tseytlin 1 ) in the first-quantized approach based on a two-dimensional sigma modeL It is clearly more desirable to study this property directly in the second-quantized string theory (SFT) framework, since such a phenomenon of string condensation is a matter of second quantized theory. Actually Yoneya 2 ) discussed this problem for the first time in the light-cone gauge string field theory framework. 3 ) In the framework of covariant and gauge-invariant SFT, on the other hand, it was discussed by Hata and N agoshi 4 ) by adopting Kyoto group's closed SFT which we refer to as HIKKO's SFT. 5 ) To be strange, however, the quantitative results obtained by Yoneya and HataNagoshi are different: As the shift ag of the string coupling constant g caused by an infinitesimal dilaton condensation, Y oneya obtained
d-2
ag=-~2~g, while Hata and Nagoshi gave (1·1) (1· 2) where d is the space-time dimension_ We believe that Yoneya's result is correct, since HIKKO's theory adopted by Hata and Nagoshi has an unavoidable ambiguity for discussing this problem
The point is that HIKKO's theory contains an unphysical string length parameter a and gives the scattering amplitudes of the following form accompanied by the conservation factor of the a's:
As was shown by HIKKO,5) the part Tfi is independent of the a's, and therefore one can consistently regard Tfi as the physical amplitude. But we should note that this can be consistent, only when we keep using a fixed scale for a. Indeed, if the scale of a is changed as a---> a'=xa, then we factor out 2Jro(~ra~)=(1/x)2Jro(~rar) from 5!1. fi and obtain xTfi as the physical amplitude in the place of the previous one T fi . Usually this is not a problem, since we know which a we are using. But it is a problem in discussing the dilaton condensation. The dilaton is directly connected with the scale transformation and therefore we expect that a is also rescaled under the dilaton condensation. Unfortunately a simple inspection on Hata and Nagoshi's calculation shows that the a-scaling part a«(J/(Ja) in the dilatation operator g) associated with the dilaton condensation is left arbitrary. So the rescaling factor for a cannot be determined in HIKKO's theory (at least by the calculation like Hata and N agoshi). In obtaining the result (1· 2), Hata and N agoshi tacitly assumed that the scale of a is unchanged by the dilaton condensation.
Though Hata and Nagoshi's result is not unique, we believe that the framework of a covariant and gauge-invariant SFT is more suitable for the purpose of getting us insights into the deep structure of string theory than that of the light-cone gauge SFT.
Kugo proposed another covariant and gauge-invariant SFT a few years ago, which he referred to as the covariantized light-cone SFT,6) where introducing additional parameters E, 7J and ~ (which he referred to as E, ff8 and Jro respectively), he showed that the contributions of these parameters and a cancel each other in the on-shell physical amplitudes, which are proven to agree with those in the light-cone gauge SFT at any loop level.
In this paper, we adopt this theory and calculate the shift og of the string coupling constant caused by the dilaton condensation. There, all we have to do is to evaluate an off-shell amplitude, as we shall see below. By an off-shell amplitude, we mean an amplitude on which we do not impose the physical condition as well as the on-shell condition. The physical condition is the key to the above mentioned cancellation among a and others in the on-shell physical amplitudes. However such a cancellation is not guaranteed for off-shell amplitudes, and so it is quite nontrivial whether the result has no arbitrariness associated with the a's. We shall show that this is the case. Indeed, the shift og is uniquely determined, and our result agrees with Y oneya's.
This may indicate that the parameter a's are kept under control even in the off-shell amplitude in this theory.
Further, we shall discuss another aspect of the dilaton condensation. In the first-quantized approach, the string effective action derived by Fradkin and Tseytlin
)
is the Brans-Dicke type up to 0(a, 2) , where a' is the inverse of the string tension. This means that the shift of the dilaton field by a constant can be absorbed into the conformal factor of the space-time metric field, and the resultant metric appears to be Weyl-rescaled. With the same motivation as before, we would like to understand this phenomenon directly in the second-quantized approach. This paper is organized as follows: In § 2, we shall explicitly present the action of the covariantized light-cone SFT for the closed stringcase,7) which dose not seem to have appeared before in the literature. In § 3, we discuss how the string coupling constant g changes under the dilaton condensation. We find that the value of the shift og is unambiguously determined and agrees with Yoneya's result. In § 4, we study the change of the action, when the OSp(d -1, 112) metric contained in the action is infinitesimally Weyl-rescaled. Then we find that the change of the action caused by the dilaton condensation just agrees with this change. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusion. In the appendix, we present some detailed. calculations of the off-shell amplitude which we need in § 3. § 2. The covariantized light-cone closed string field theory
The general procedure for constructing the action of the covariantized light-cone string field theory (the C.L.C SFT) was fully spelled out by Kugo 6 ) a few years ago. But the explicit form of the action was given there only for the open string case. So first in this section we present the closed string action 7 ) explicitly, following Kugo's procedure.
The action of the CL.C. closed SFT is given by
Here I <l>(r» stands for the string field: A ket representation is used for the non-zero modes of string coordinates XM(IJ) and the coordinate representation for the zero modes and three additional internal parameters a, E, 7J. where (J goes from -7[ to 7 [, and we denote the antiholomorphic part by putting bar.
For later convenience, we also use the following notations; for zero modes,
and, for non-zero modes,
and similarly for the antiholomorphic part. We also have three additional zero modes a, E and T); a is the 'unphysical' string length, and E is the conjugate momentum of the proper time r, and T) is the conjugate momentum of the BRS partner () (Grassmann odd) of the proper time.
Now we explain the integrands of the string field action_(2·1). The BRS operator QB is given by where (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) and Ln is the Virasoro operators given by (2-10)
The antiholomorphic ones N, N~p and Ln are defined similarly.
The 2-string vertex <R(l, 2)1, which we also call the reflector, is defined by
The 3-string vertex 1 V(l, 2, 3» is given by or equivalently by Hereafter we use the momentum representation for the zero mode of the string coordinates, and so
(i a;p'a~o' k)IO>=O. In X =a; r(nx-n+l) .
Finally, the zero-mode measure dr is given by This is a change of the kinetic term. This change can be converted into the change of the string coupling constant. In order to see this, consider a homogeneous field transformation:
s [(])(r»=-p(fD+NFP)[(])(r». (p<{l) (3·10)
The change of the action under this transformation (3·10) is given by . Using these equations, we finish the proof of (3·11). The first term of this action change (3-11) has the same form as the previous action change 8DS by dilaton condensation, and so can cancel each other by choosing p= -v. Therefore, we combine the dilaton condensation (3-4) with the homogeneous field transformation (3 -11) with p = -v to perform a transformation (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) then the action change simply becomes
8[(])(r»=v[ -! [D(r»+(Q) + NFP)[(])(r» ] '

8S=-v( d~2) ~ g jd1d2d3<(])(3)[<(])(2)[<(])(1)[[ V(l, 2, '3». (3-17)
This equation shows that dilaton condensation eventually causes a shift of the string coupling constant by an amount 8g= -(Cd -2)/2)vg. This result agrees with that obtained previously in the light-cone gauge SFT. 
Solving these equations, we find that
Thus the oscillators are background-dependent. So is the Fock vacuum. The Fock vacuum 10>' on the OSp-Weyl rescaled metric is defined by (a~M, a~M)10>'=0(n21). If owlo> denotes 10>'-10>, we can verify through the relation between (a~M, a~M) and
with fD' defined before above (3 ·12). For the Virasoro operators Ln and the BRS operator QB, we easily find
In particular, we have ow(Lo-Lo)=o so that the projection operator g: r remains unchanged. Further, we see that, for the string vertices,
ow(e-E ,t 2 -ff ,t210>d=0,
Here we give a proof for the second equation of Eq. (4·7). The proof for the first one is similar. First, we can easily show We have shown in this paper, that the C.L.e. SFT, which is manifestly Lorentz covariant, can reproduce the same result as the light-cone gauge SFT for the shift of the string coupling constant caused by the dilaton condensation, where we see that the scale of a does not cause any problems. We also gave an interpretation that the shift of the VEV of the dilaton field directly induces the string field action on the OSp-Weyl rescaled metric.
of the dilaton wave function with the vanishing string length a as follows:
ID(r»=(271-)doOsp(r)od(Pr)ID>r, =lj!J}(27r)d+2o(7}r)O(,;r)o(Er) ~ (o(ar+E)+o(ar-E))Od(Pr)ID>r. (A-I)
Note that, though the norm of this dilaton wave function is ill-defined, as written in Ref. 6 ) but the subtlety is irrelevant in this calculation. It is equivalent with the proof of Eq. (3-7) to prove that
First, integrating the zero mode of the string-l other than the string length aI, we find that the LHS becomes zero in it. We can set all the creation operators (a~Jll, a~Jl))( n;;::: 1) other than n = 1 equal to zero, since they commute with the annihilation operator LJ n(1l =al M (1l7}MNal N (1l, and vanish on the left-end vacuum 1(01. Then we factorize each factor in the square bracket of Eq. (A -3) into two factors containing and not containing the oscillators (a~(1), a~pl), as follows: Here we have rewritten rU=zC1 +(iar/2)w~;h.::-p)bo(r») into (1 +(ij2)r'::-P)~~=2arW~;;bo(r»).
We now evaluate the quantity in the square bracket in Eq. ( Els-iflsI0>23(n=;l=O) , we change the creation operators of string-3 into the annihilation operators of string-2 in Eq. (A ·12), then we end up with an expression which is written in terms of only the oscillators of string-2, and is already in the normal-ordered form. Let us denote this expression of }; by }; (2) . In this normalordered expression };(2), we can easily see that (t)'s and ev's now read as (t)' -) ~m*o(ljm)rm +(2), (t)P-) ~m*o(ljm)(3m +(2), ev' -) ~m*oYm +(2), ev P -) ~m*o(3m +(2) and (ev M , w M ) -) ~-;;;=_00(amM(2), a m M (2»). We substitute };(2) into Eq. (A·12), then we can bring the projection operator g:3 of string-3 to the right in front of e-Els-iflsI0>23, owing to the absence of string-3 operators in }; (2) , and change this into the projection operator t -t t -t g: 2 of string-2, since g: 3e-E2S-E2SI0>23= g: 2e-E2S-E2SI0>23: (2)bo (2)~~=2bo(r), and (ij2)(~2bo(2»)=aocr;cbaob+aobr;bcaoc to provide e-E2ts-if2tsI0>23 (2Jr )d+2o(~~=2r;r )O(~~=2~r )o(~~=2Er )o(~~=2ar )od(~~=2Pr) with o(~~=2bo(r») and turn it into 1i?(2,3». We also have dropped a singular term (ia3 j2al)6, since it is odd in al and vanishes owing to our symmetric limit lim c _0(lj2)(o(al .
+E)+o(al-E)). Using the property of the dilatation operator that [fD, XM]=-X M ,
[fD, an M ] = af!n and [fD, an M ] = af!n, it is now an easy matter to check that the RHS of (A ·15) can be written in the form
(A·16)
This finishes the proof of Eq. (A· 2), and hence of Eq. (3·7).
